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The Hono Hono Orchid or Dendrobium anosmum, has been a Hawaiian favorite for
many years. The Hono Hono in Hawaiian refers to the plants' groAvth habit of alternating
leaves, very similar to the introduced weed, Commelina difflisa or Wandering Jew.
Oddly it's the flowers and their exquisite fragrance and not the leaves that keep people
exited about growing this orchid. Another interesting fact about this orchid is that its
botanical name anosmum actually means without scent! My only guess is that some
taxonomist was probably looking at a dried sample, because there is no mistaking the
unique fragrance that the Hono Hono has. For this article and simplicity sake, I am
including the related species and hybrids of Dendrobium anosmum together, since they
share similar cultural requirements.

To grow the Hono Hono orchid well we must first learn a little about it and where it
comes from. Its origin is quite widespread throughout Southeast Asia. This tells us that
their dry season is opposite from ours in Hawaii, therefore we need to manipulate our
culture to provide the proper environment, enabling us to flower the Hono Hono well.

Here is a Hono Hono checklist.

Dormant Cvcle

This cycle runs from December to February. Dormancy begins when nighttime
temperatures drop and watering is reduced. Keeping the orchids dry during our wet
season could be difficult. One way is to move them under cover (Polypropylene roof or
under the eaves of the house). If the Hono Hono does not go into dormancy, flowering
will be poor. Next season's new growth will emerge before the buds and will compete
with bud formation.

December Decrease watering to two times per week, making sure that the orchids
January are drying between waterings. Do not fertilize, tap out any timed released

fertilizer from the pots. The Hono Hono Rule: The day that you will
eat the most (Thanksgiving Day), is the day that you starve your Hono
Hono. It is a good sign when the leaves begin to turn yellow and fall off.
The Hono Hono is actually pulling back and is storing all of its energy
into the plump and bare stems (pseudobulbs).

February Buds should begin to form along bare stems. At this time they are very
vulnerable to flower thrips, which will turn the small buds brown,
resulting in few to no flowers. Next years' shoots will start forming from
the base of the flowering cane.





Older plants should be repotted every two years. As the media ages, it
begins to breakdown becoming sour and soggy. Fertilization causes
pH of the media to become too low or acid. Salts begin to accumulate to
toxic levels. The root system soon dies. From the third year and beyond,
you will notice that the stems will become shorter and the flowering will
become less and less.

Growing Cycle

During this time the Hono Hono is in its most active growing stage. They are heavy
feeders and want abundant water. Grow them in an area of filtered sunlight. Avoid direct
midday sunlight, unless you are close to the mountains and have a lot of cloud cover.

June Continue watering once per day or more. Fertilize twice a week with a
July one half strength, balanced, water soluble fertilizer. Inspect new shoots
August for thrip damage (browning of the new leaves in the whorl). Also
September caterpillars can affect the new leaves. Inspect the undersides of the leaves
October for spider mite damage (silvering to browning, with tiny red dots). Stop
November fertilizing by mid November.

By following some of these basic rules of growing the Hono Hono, you too can be
successful. By collecting the different types of Hono Hono, you may be able to stretch
their blooming season from February to June. Just imagine having the beautiful flowers
and wonderful fragrance for one third of the year! The best thing about growing Hono
Hono orchids is that everyone is able to share their extra keikis with friends. This is truly
what makes orchid growing fun in Hawaii!

Scot Mitamura is an Orchid Horticultiiralist for the Honolulu Botanical Gardens and has
been growing and hybridizing orchids for over 49 years. He can be reached at
smitamura@honolulu.gov.
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